
Which Skid Steer Attachments Need High Flow?

When it comes to increasing the power of your large-scale equipment, the flow of your skid steer’s hydraulic 
system is a crucial thing to consider. While most skid steer attachments run just fine with a standard flow skid 
steer machine, having a high flow model can help you get more from certain attachments in the long term. 
Rather than discuss which skid steer attachments need high flow capabilities, it’s more accurate to break down 
which ones could achieve better performance with access to high flow. These are some of the attachment 
products that stand out.

Trencher Attachments

High flow trenchers, for one, are great for increasing the pace at which you cut through hard, rocky soil. 
Standard flow models are usually just as effective. But by upgrading to a high flow attachment, you can 
improve your jobsite efficiency and know that your product can keep up regardless of how fast you need to 
move. Standard flow attachments can stall out when pushed too hard.

Brush Cutter Attachments

Brush cutters can also benefit from a high flow system because they provide more power to cut through thick 
undergrowth. However, this isn’t required, as most brush cutter attachments still function optimally with access 
to standard flow. If you choose to use one of these attachments on a high flow skid steer, make sure they have 
matching motors to minimize equipment strain and damage.

Auger Attachments

Augers receive more hydraulic flow, creating more torque when used with a high flow skid steer. The additional 
power from this can make cutting through particularly rocky soil more effective. Keep in mind that you may 
need to use a more specialized bit matching the soil condition with these augers so that they don’t accidentally 
twist off during a job. High flow machine used a capable auger is still one of the most effective ways to break 
through tough soil conditions and get to the job at hand.

Rotary Tiller Attachments

Rotary tillers are another type of skid steer attachment that many often think needs high flow capabilities. 
However, they operate just as well with standard flow. Like trenchers, the main benefit high flow brings to these 
products is an increase in operational speed. With a high flow tiller, you can till harder ground much faster and 
improve job efficiency.

Concrete Planer Attachments

Concrete planers are an example of a product that only works using high flow. Otherwise, they simply can’t get 
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the power or speed they need to correctly plane concrete. Keep this in mind when performing any construction 
or foundation-laying jobs.

Snow Blower Attachments

Snow blower attachments are a good fit for high flow skid steers as well. These devices receive extra power 
from the equipment, making it possible to shoot snow anywhere from five to ten feet further than standard flow 
models. This makes snow removal easier, faster, and more effective.

If you’re looking for attachments that work well with your high flow skid steer, McLaren Industries has a 
premium selection for you to pick from. From quality skid steer auger attachments to trenchers to brush cutters, 
we carry a wide range of options to ensure you get what you need. Contact us today or give us a call at 800-836-
0040 to ask questions and shop our top-of-the-line products.
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https://www.mclarenindustries.com/us/en/attachments/mclaren-hydraulic-auger-systems/31/
https://www.mclarenindustries.com/us/en/request-a-quote/
tel:8008360040
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